
Firefighters' Pension Scheme 1992 
Ill-health certificates and related documents 

 
Medical Certificate A Certificate for use in the case of a serving FPS 1992 firefighter member where a 

medical opinion is required in accordance with Rule H1 for the FRA's consideration 
of an ill-health award under Rule B3. 

Medical Certificate A 
(annotated) 

Annotated version of Certificate A to explain the inclusion/exclusion of various 
sections and points 

Medical Certificate A 
Notes on completion 

These Notes explain to the FRA and the IQMP, the information that should 
accompany Certificate A when given to the IQMP, and the method of completion.  
They can also be supplied to the firefighter if he/she wishes to have the relevant 
background information.  

Medical Certificate B Certificate for use in the case of a person who has entitlement to a deferred 
pension, either as a former firefighter who left FPS 1992 or as a serving firefighter 
who opted out of FPS 1992.  (In the latter case the certificate could possibly be 
used for purposes of deciding whether or not the firefighter should be dismissed on 
ill-health grounds.) It may also be used where a person had an ill-health pension 
terminated on review and the person's health has deteriorated to the point where it 
may be possible to put the deferred pension into early payment 

Medical Certificate B 
(annotated) 

Annotated version of Certificate B to explain the inclusion/exclusion of various 
sections and points 

Medical Certificate B 
Notes on completion 

These Notes explain to the FRA and the IQMP, the information that should 
accompany Certificate B when given to the IQMP, and the method of completion.  
They can also be supplied to the firefighter if he/she wishes to have the relevant 
background information.  

Medical Certificate C Certificate to use after a medical opinion has been supplied in Certificates A, B, D 
or E, and the person produces new medical evidence which the FRA agree can be 
presented to the IQMP with an invitation to reconsider his/her opinion. 

Medical Certificate C 
(annotated) 

Annotated version of Certificate C to explain the inclusion/exclusion of various 
sections and points 

Medical Certificate C 
Notes on completion 

These Notes explain to the FRA and the IQMP, the information that should 
accompany Certificate C when given to the IQMP, and the method of completion.  
They can also be supplied to the firefighter if he she wishes to have the relevant 
background information.  

Medical Certificate D Certificate for use in the case of review of ill-health award  

Medical Certificate D 
(annotated) 

Annotated version of Certificate D to explain the inclusion/exclusion of various 
sections and points 

Medical Certificate D 
Notes on completion 

These Notes explain to the FRA and the IQMP, the information that should 
accompany Certificate D when given to the IQMP, and the method of completion.  
They can also be supplied to the firefighter if he she wishes to have the relevant 
background information.  

Medical Certificate E 
 

Certificate for use in the case of review of a deferred pension paid early on grounds 
of ill-health 

Medical Certificate E 
(annotated) 

Annotated version of Certificate E to explain the inclusion/exclusion of various 
sections and points 

Medical Certificate E 
Notes on completion 

These Notes explain to the FRA and the IQMP, the information that should 
accompany Certificate E when given to the IQMP, and the method of completion.  
They can also be supplied to the firefighter if he she wishes to have the relevant 
background information.  
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